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Abstract

lem of maintaining and re-initializing tracks over long image
sequences. Section 6 describes our experimental results, including a quantitative comparison of algorithms. We close
with a discussion of the advantages ofour technique and ideas
for future work. A longer version of this paper is available as

This paper presents a feature tracker for long image sequences
based on simultaneously estimating the motions and deformations of a collection of adjacent image patches. By sharing common corner nodes, the patches achieve greater stability than independent patch trackers. Modeling full bilinear
deformations enables tracking in sequences which have large
non-translational motions and/or foreshortening effects. We
demonstrate the advantages of our technique with respect to
previous algorithms using experimental results.
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[13].

2 Previous work
Feature tracking has a long history both in computer vision
and photogrammetry (see [9] for a recent review). Many techniques rely on finding specific kinds of features in the images,
e.g., (:orners, and then finding correspondences between such
featmes. A second class of techniques uses correlation, and
thus has no a priori preconceptions on what constitutes a feature. Our work falls into this second category.
A basic correlation-based feature tracker chooses a patch of
pixels in the first image, and then searches for a corresponding
patch in the second image typically by minimizing the sum of
squared differences (SSD)

Introduction

Many tasks in computer vision and robotics require feature
tracking, including tracking objects for grasping, tracking
people in surveillance work, automatic vehicle convoying,
and body tracking for video-based user interfaces. Feature
tracking is also used extensively for the purpose of recovering structure from motion.
Much research in computer vision has been dedicated to developing robust and efficient means for tracking features in
sequences of images. The current emphasis placed on long
image sequences [16] raises some new and interesting issues.
One such issue is reliable tracking despite significant object
image deformations due to object or camera motion and foreshortening effects. Another issue is the desire to track features whenever possible, namely at locations of high texture.
A good feature tracker should not be restricted to track just
features that fit specific templates such as corners.
In this paper, we develop a new algorithm for tracking features over long image sequences. Our algorithm is based on
the principle of local patch correlation with possible bilinear
deformations. In our tracker, adjacent patches share common
nodes for better stability. The confidence of the recovered feature tracks is subsequently determined using local Hessian and
squared error criteria [1, 9].
The structure of our paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews previous work. Section 3 describes our spline-based
image registration algorithm. Section 4 describes how we as~
sign confidence measures to various tracks using local Hessian and squared error criteria. Section 5 discusses the prob-

E(u, v) = 2:)h(x+u+k, y+v+l)-lo(x+k, y+l)]2 (1)
k,l

To obtain sub-pixel registration accuracies, a number of
possible extension to the basic search technique can be used
[15]: interpolating the correlation surface E (u, v), interpolating the intensities, the differential method [4], and phase correlation. The differential method uses a local Taylor series expansion of the intensity function to compute a sub-pixel improvement to the displacement estimate by solving the 2 x 2
system of equations
'il=k,l tf:
[ l...Jk,llxly

= [ Lk,llxek,l

]

Lk,llyek,l
(2)

where \7 h = (Ix, ly) is the intensity gradient and ek,l is the
term inside the brackets in (1), Le., the intensity error at each
pixeL The matrix on the left hand side is often referred to as
the Hessian of the system, and encodes the relative certainties
in the flow estimates.
Tbe basic correlation technique works well when the motion is mostly (locally) translational between frames, and
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Lk,lly
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when there are not large photometric variations. A more general solution can be obtained by assuming a locally affine
model for the motion [3, 8]. The differential method then corresponds to solving a 6 x 6 system of equations in the unknown parameters of the affine motion model [8]. However,
because of the increased number of unknowns, either fairly
large patches must be used [8], or a more restricted model
(scaled rotation) must be used [3]. Shi and Tomasi [9] also
examined affine patch trackers, but concluded that in practice
they were not as stable as pure translational trackers.
Our own previous work in motion estimation (reviewed in
the next section) uses a spline-based description of the motion
field [11]. This can be viewed as running a series of patchbased trackers in parallel, with a more complex local motion
model (bilinear instead of affine), and the additional constraint
that the motion estimates be continuous across patches. As
we will demonstrate in this paper, this motion continuity constraint makes individual tracking results more reliable.

3

Spline-based image registration

Our algorithm for multi-frame feature tracking first computes
a dense estimate of motion using direct image registration, and
then selects certain points with high confidence as features to
be tracked. In our framework, we register a new image h to
an initial base image 10 using a sum of squared differences
formula

where the { Ui, Vi} are the per-pixeljiow estimates.
Rather
than
representing
the
flow estimates {Ui' Vi} as completely independent quantities
(and thus having an underconstrained problem), we represent
them using two-dimensional splines controlled by a smaller
number of displacement estimates Uj and Vj which lie on a
coarser spline control grid. The value for the displacement at
a pixel i can be written as
U(Xi' Yi)

= L UjBj(Xi' y;)
j

or

Ui

= L UjWij,

(4)

j

where the B j (x, y) are called thebasisfunctions and are only
non-zero over a small interval (finite support). We call the
Wij = B j (Xi, Yi) weights to emphasize that the (Ui' Vi) are
known linear combinations of the (u j , fJj ).
In our current implementation, we make the spline control
grid a regular subsampling of the pixel grid, xj = mx i, fh =
mYi, so that each set of m x m pixels corresponds to a single
spline patch. We also use bilinear basis functions, Bj (x, y) =
max((I-lx - xjl/m)(I-ly - Yjl!m), 0) (see [11] fora
discussion of other possible bases).
Our spline-based image registration algorithm has two
major advantages over traditional motion estimators which

use overlapping correlation windows [1]. First, the overall
amount of computation required is reduce,d by a factor of
m 2 /4, since each pixel only contributes to the flow estimates
of 4 neighboring spline vertices (see below). Second, each
patch in our spline-based approach can undergo large (bilinear) deformations, whereas traditional methods assume a pure
locally translational model, making it impractical to match
subsequent images in an extended sequence to a single base
image.
To recover the local spline-based flow parameters, we need
to minimize the cost function (3) with respect to the {Uj , vj } .
We do this using a variant of the Levenberg-Marquardt iterativenon-linearminimization technique [7]. First, we compute
the gradient of E in (3) with respect to each of the parameters
Uj and Vj, g'j = Li e;!xiWij, gj = Li e;!yiWij, where
ei = h (Xi + Ui, Yi + V;) - Ia(xi' Yi) is the intensity error
at pixel i, (lxi, Iyi) = V' h (Xi + Ui, Yi + Vi) is the intensity
gradient of 11 at the displaced position for pixel i, and the Wij
are the sampled values of the spline basis function (4).
For the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, we also require
the approximate Hessian matrix A which contains entries of
the form a'l% Li WijWik{;i' aji:
Li Wijwiklx;!yi, and

=

aji: =

=

Li WijwikI;i'

The 2 x 2 sub-matrix Aj corresponding to the terms a'fj,
encodes the local shape of the sum-of-squared
difference correlation surface [4, 1]. This matrix (with Wij =
1) is identical to the Hessian matrix used in the differential
method, i.e., the matrix appearing on the left-hand side of (2).
The overall A matrix is a sparse multi-banded block-diagonal
matrix, i.e., sub-blocks containing ajk will be non-zero only if
vertices j and k both influence some common patch of pixels.
In our current implementation, we never explicitly compute
the off-diagonal blocks (see below).
The standard Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm proceeds by
computing an increment 6.u to the current displacement estimate u which satisfies

a'lJ, and a'ij

(A + AI)6.u

= -g,

(5)

where u is the vector of concatenated displacement estimates
{Uj , vj }, g is the vector of concatenated energy gradients
{g'l ,g'j }, and A is a stabilization factor which varies over time
[7]. To solve this large, sparse system of linear equations, we
use preconditioned gradient descent

6.u

= -a n-1g = -ad

(6)

where B = A + AI, and A = block_diag(A) is the set of
2 x 2 block diagonal matrices A j , and d = B-1g is called
the preconditioned residual or direction vector. The update
rule is very close to that used in the differential method [4],
except that the equations for computing the g and A include
weights Wij and a step size is necessary because all updates
occur in parallel. See [11] for more details on our algorithm
implementation.
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To handle larger displacements, we run our algorithm in a
coarse-to-fine (hierarchical) fashion. A Gaussian image pyramid is first computed using an iterated 3-point filter [2]. We
then run the algorithm on one of the smaller pyramid levels,
and use the resulting flow estimates to initialize the next finer
level (using bilinear interpolation and doubling the displacement magnitudes).

sequence), a locally translational model of motion may be adIn our work, we have taken the second approach, i.e.,
we register all images to the base image. This has the advantage that small errors in tracking do not accumulate over time
(see Section 6). A potential disadvantage is that slow variations in photometry (e.g., gradual brightening) are not as easily accommodated.
Maltching all images to a base image means that the amount
of inter-frame motion can be extremely large. For this reason, we use motion prediction to initialize the registration algorithm for each subsequent frame. We have studied two different prediction methods: linear flow, Ut = t~1 Ut-I, and
linear acceleration, Ut = Ut-I + (Ut-I- Ut-2). In practice,
the second method (which can be used for t > 2) performs
better, e.g., it can account for rotational motion, while linear
flow cannot.
Another potential limitation to matching the first image is
that there is no possibility for starting new tracks, e.g., in disoccluded regions. We overcome this limitation by periodically choosing a new frame as a base, while maintaining the
previous tracker until mostof the tracks have disappeared (due
to excessive squared intensity errors). While this may result in
more lracks than a pairwise tracker, the total amount of computation per track is comparable.
equatt~.

4 Parallel feature tracking
To convert our spline-based image registration algorithm into
a parallel feature tracker, we simply associate a scalar confidence value with each of the motion estimates (Uj, Vj) and
threshold out estimates with low confidence. Two sources of
confidence information are the structure of the local Hessian
matrix Aj and the summed squared error within each spline
patch.
To exploit the local Hessian information, we note that the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of A j encode the directions of
least and greatest certainty in the motion and their respective
magnitudes. More formally, it can be shown that under small
Gaussian noise, the inverse eigenvalues are proportional to
the variance in the motion estimates along these two directions [5, 10]. For most tracking applications, e.g., for structure from motion, good positioning in all directions is desired.
We therefore use the inverse of the minimum eigenvalue as
primary measure of feature uncertainty (as was done in [9]).
Figure Id shows the uncertainties in potential track positions
as ellipses of various sizes (this idea of display is taken from
[17]). Regions with small circles indicate tracks with good
positional accuracy, while elongated ellipses indicate the presence of the aperture problem (weak positional certainty in one
direction). Features at locations with big uncertainty ellipses
are poor candidates for tracking
The squared error in a patch is also a strong indicator of the
quality of a track [9]. In particular, tracks which become occluded, or where large photometric effects are present, will result in an increased error score. We therefore use the patch
error to monitor the quality of selected feature tracks, and terminate (or suspend) tracking when the error exceeds a threshold. Tracks are initially selected by choosing the tracks with
the largest minimum eigenvalues, either choosing a predetermined number or a predetermined threshold on the values (see
Section 6).

6 Experimental results
To determine the performance of our tracking algorithm, we
tested it on a number of standard and customized image sequencl~s.
In this section, we present comparative results
with the simple patch based tracker described in [9] (we also
present comparative results with another algorithm and more
experimental results in [13]).

6.1

Simulation results

We applied our tracker to five synthetic motion sequences
and compared its performance with that of Shi-Tomasi's
tracker. Each frame in a sequence is derived from the first
frame using a known affine transformation and bilinear intensity interpolation. The five sequences used to test our tracker
are the translating tree, the diverging tree, the diverging tree
with O' = 10 additive Gaussian noise, a rotating tree, and a
diverging yosemite (each sequence has 10 frames). A more
complete set ofresults and figures is given in [13].
The best 25 features are automatically picked for ShiTomasi's tracker to track; these features are chosen based on
the minimum eigenvalue of the local Hessian, which is an indication of texturedness. The feature window size is 25x25
pixels.. Parts of the feature tracks that fall at or over the image boundary are automatically ignored. Figure Ib shows the
minimum eigenvalue distribution; based on this distribution,
25 point features are chosen and subsequently tracked (Figure
Ic).

5 Tracking through long sequences
When tracking features through more than two images, e.g.,
for multi-frame structure from motion, we have two choices.
We can either match successive pairs of images keeping track
of the feature positions to sub-pixel position, or we can try
to match all images to the initial (base) image. The first approach, taken by Shi and Tomasi [9], has the advantage that
since the inter-frame motion is reduced (at least for a smooth
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(1)

Figure 1: Rotating tree sequence: (a) frame 0, (b) minimum eigenvalues, (c) Shi-Tomasi tracker, (d) uncertainty ellipses, (e)
spline-based tracker (m = 8), (1) spline-based tracker (m = 16). The amount of rotation is about 2.7° per frame.
the approximately constant RMS pixel errors with increasing
number of frames. The jump observed in Figure 2d at frame
8 can be attributed to severe misregistration at the image corners (e.g., the kink at the top left comer oftile Figure 11) whose
tracks were not filtered out by the error-based and outside-ofimage tests.

For our new tracker, we use the minimum eigenvalue in
choosing the best 25 features to track, and the pixel match
errors to determine the valid portion of each track. The uncertainty ellipse distribution for the rotating tree sequence is
shown in Figure 1d, while the selected subtracks are shown
in Figures Ie and (1) (for patch sizes of 8 and 16).
To obtain a more quantitativeresult, we computed the RMS
pixel error in our trackers using the known affine motion, and
plotted the results in Figure 2. The results for the Shi-Tomasi
tracker generally exhibit a drift in tracking as shown by the
increasing RMS pixel error with the number of frames. This
effect can be attributed to the rounding of template position
during matching. despite the subpixel interframe motione.\:timation. This causes the estimation of the subsequent interframe motion to be that of a slightly different location. The
drift of the Shi-Tomasi tracker for the case of the translating
tree sequence is very small because the motion vector is approximately constant (difference of only one pixel in motion
vector magnitude from one end to the other; this difference
is significantly higher with the other sequences). Because
our tracker matches the current frame with thefirst frame, the
drift problem does not seem to occur. This is evident from

6.2

Results using a real image sequence

We have 9.l90 applied the trackers to a real object sequence
and recovered the object structure by applying an iterative
non-linear least-squares structure-from-motion algorithm on
the tracks [12]. The sequence is that of a totating cube (Figure 3). The recovered 3-D feature points using the tracks from
Shi-Tomasi's tracker are shown in Figure 3b. The recovered
3-D feature points using the tracks from our tracker are shown
in Figure 3c. As can be seen from these figures, the structure estimates computed from our new feature tracker are less
noisy.
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Figure 2: Comparison ofRMS pixel error between the spline-based and Shi-Tomasi trackers: (a) translating tree sequence, (b)
diverging tree sequence, (c) diverging tree sequence with (T = 10 noise, (d) rotating tree sequence. The results for the yosemite
.
tree sequence (not shown) look similar to (b).
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Figure 3: Cal-cube sequence: (a) image and recovered tracks (spline-based tracker), (b) top view ofrecovered shape (Shi-Tomasi
tracker), (c) top view ofrecovered shape (spline-based tracker).
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7 Discussion
Because of rounding effects during successive interframe
template matching, the Shi-Tomasi tracker suffers from feature track drift. Our spline-based tracker has the clear advantage of not drifting with increasing number of frames in the
image sequence. On the other hand, the spline-based tracker,
in its present form, appears to be more sensitive to temporal
photometric variation and additive noise. However, the problem of temporal photometric variation may be alleviated by
correcting for bias or gain using bandpass filtering, while the
problem of noise may be reduced using an adaptive window
size scheme [6, 14].
A problem in comparing different trackers is that tracks
may start at different image locations. The present simulated
image sequences are basically affine transformations of the
first image; more realistic image sequences would involve
motion discontinuities, occlusions, and disocclusions. We are
in the process of generating such sequences using an image
synthesizer in order to obtain more reliable comparisons between trackers.
In future work, we plan to extend our algorithm to handle
occlusions in order to improve the accuracy of the flow estimates. The first part, which is simpler to implement, is to simply detectfo/dovers, i.e., when one region occludes another
due to faster motion, and to disable error contributions from
the occluded background. The second part would be to add
an explicit occlusion model, which is not as straightforward
because our splines are currently CO continuous.

8

Conclusions

We have described our spline-based tracker, which is based
on the principle of local patch correlation with possible bilinear deformations. By sharing common comer nodes, the
patches achieve greater stability than independent patch trackers. Modeling full bilinear deformations enables tracking in
sequences which have significant non-translational motions
and/or foreshortening effects.
We compared the performance of our spline-based tracker
with Shi and Tomasi's tracker [9], which we consider to be
one of the most robust and accurate trackers to date. Using
simulated image sequences with theoretically known feature
motion, we have found that the spline-based tracker performs
better in terms of pixel error accumulation as compared to
the Shi-Tomasi tracker. Our preliminary results on the use
of these tracks in structure from motion extraction also look
promising.
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